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Unlock the potential  
of digital cinema

80 years of cinematic 
experience
Christie® has been bringing you epic cinematic visual images 
for more than 80 years, and now we bring you the audio 
solution that goes with them. As a global supplier of digital 
cinema solutions, we’re leading the digital paradigm shift  
by introducing Christie Vive Audio™.  
 
With a reputation based on innovation, quality and customer 
service, it’s natural for us to take the next step to complete 
the experience with our state-of-the-art audio solution. 



A complete audio solution capable of bringing immersive 
cinema sound to any auditorium. Designed to unlock 
the potential of leading immersive digital audio formats, 
Christie Vive Audio extends the boundaries of movie 
exhibition by matching the awe-inspiring visuals Christie  
is known for, with truly rich, dynamic and detailed sound. 

Christie Vive Audio

“ Audio is the next logical step and we now have 
the technology to do it. I think it’s going to change 
things in the theater industry in trying to differentiate 
ourselves from the competitors.” 
 
Todd Cummings, Vice President of Operations, Krikorian Premiere Theatres



Hear the 
screeching metal 
of a damaged 
airplane as it 
careens towards 
an inevitable 
impact.
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  Complemented by the Christie IMB and the Christie SKA-3D audio/video 

processor, Christie Vive Audio’s amplifiers and speakers can be integrated  

easily and efficiently into any existing or new theater auditorium
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The complete 
cinema audio solution
By installing Christie® Vive Audio™, exhibitors are able to set themselves apart from the 
competition by enveloping audiences with dynamic, detailed and captivating sound. 
Comprising screen channel and surround speakers, subwoofers, Class D amplifiers and 
an audio/video processor, Christie Vive Audio’s expansive line of cinema-specific audio 
technologies are compatible with any of the leading immersive and surround cinema 
audio formats and can be configured to meet the specific needs of any auditorium.



Christie exclusive – 
ribbon driver line arrays
Why not make every seat in the house, the best seat? It’s easy with Christie Vive 
Audio. At the core of our audio solution is the combination of superior sounding 
ribbon driver technology and the proven performance characteristics of line array 
speaker design. Speech, effects, music and alternative content sound more natural 
and lifelike for an enhanced listening experience that audiences notice. Providing 
smooth, even audio coverage throughout the auditorium, Christie ribbon driver 
line array speakers have been designed to increase the optimal listening area  
up to four times over conventional compression driver-based audio systems.

The perfect match – 
Christie Class D amplifiers
Using the latest in Class D technology, Christie’s lineup of professional power 
amplifiers are perfectly matched to complement the rest of the Christie Vive 
Audio range of audio products. Lightweight and rack mountable, Christie power 
amplifiers feature cool operating temperatures and low power consumption to 
reduce operating costs when deployed as part of the complete Christie Vive 
Audio solution. 
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Line array screen 
channel speakers 
Christie® Vive Audio™ screen channel 
speakers are the perfect choice for 
engaging and impactful cinema audio. 
Using our exclusive ribbon driver line array 
design, Christie screen channel speakers 
provide enhanced clarity and coverage, 
improved dynamic range and ultra-low 
distortion for accurate reproduction  
of original source material. 

Key features

Christie exclusive single enclosure  
coaxial articulated line array design

Dramatically higher RMS to peak max  
SPL ratio than compression driver systems 

Extremely even coverage, typically ± 2dB  
SPL throughout entire audience area

Approximately four times the optimal 
listening area than typical systems

Surround speakers 
Employing the same ribbon driver 
technology present in our screen  
channel speakers, our line source 
surround speakers provide enhanced 
clarity, reduced distortion and ultra-fast 
transient response, and feature a unique 
integrated waveguide design. 

Key features

Unique integrated waveguide design for 
very wide, controlled dispersion patterns

Dramatically higher RMS to peak max SPL 
ratio than compression driver systems 

Ideal for use as surround channel speaker, 
with or without bass management

Heavy duty marine grade plywood 
cabinet with integrated mounting points

The Christie Vive Audio 
solution overview



Subwoofers 

Christie Vive Audio subwoofers employ 
high-performance components with an 
advanced design to deliver extremely 
deep bass output with minimal distortion.  
Offering the option of being bracketed 
together, our subwoofers can be 
combined with our screen channel 
speakers to create the ultimate full- 
range audio system. 

Key features

High cubic displacement cabinet,  
heavily cross-braced, vented and tuned

Drivers have a discrete, vented internal 
enclosure for optimal performance

Extra large vent area with rounded  
edges for minimal air turbulence noise



Unlock digital sound 
The DCI audio specification offers the potential for detailed, captivating 
and immersive audio. However, the majority of current audio systems 
deployed in theaters are based on outdated, film-era technologies. 
Designed specifically to meet digital cinema specifications, Christie® Vive 
Audio™ unlocks the potential of digital audio. Compatible with any of 
the leading immersive and surround audio formats, Christie Vive Audio 
is capable of accurately reproducing the most complex soundtracks 
being produced today, ensuring that the listening experience is 
consistent with how filmmakers intend their movies to be heard.

Class D Amplifiers
The Christie CDA line of professional amplifiers offer a 
range of power options to meet a variety of uses. Utilizing 
an advanced high-speed Class D architecture, Christie 
CDA amplifiers offer high-power output and efficiency, 
and are designed for long-term continuous operation. 
 
 
Key features

Class D amplifiers

Active, Signal Present, DC Protection  
and Thermal LED indicators

Stepped input level controls



Christie IMB 
As an additional component of the Christie Vive Audio 
solution, the Christie IMB is a DCI compliant, fully-
integrated media block that works seamlessly with your 
Christie digital cinema projector to manage cinematic 
content easily and efficiently. 

Processing and  
media storage

Christie SKA-3D 
The Christie SKA-3D audio/video processor provides  
all the processing power needed for your DCI content  
– including audio. The Christie SKA-3D is also ideal  
for alternative content, such as preshow advertising,  
Blu-ray Disc™ players, gaming consoles, satellite 
receivers, computers and multiple 2D/3D sources via  
a built-in video scaler. This powerful all-in-one audio  
and video processor decodes the latest audio formats 
such as Dolby® TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio®.
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With a reputation based on innovation, quality 
and customer service, Christie is an industry leader 
and trusted provider of a variety of digital cinema 
solutions. We work with you to map out an audio 
solution that will complement your auditorium  
and dramatically improve the audio experience for 
your audiences. Through expert advice from Christie,  
and our extensive network of partners, determining 
the Christie Vive Audio solution that best meets  
your needs is easy. 

Designed as a complete solution, each component  
of Christie Vive Audio has been specifically 
engineered to complement the other. By combining 
the superior performance capabilities of each piece 
into one integrated solution, Christie Vive Audio 
represents the next generation platform  
for premium cinema experiences.

A solution for any size theater
With Christie® Vive Audio’s comprehensive and versatile range of cinema audio components, 
specifying a solution capable of bringing immersive sound to any size auditorium is possible. 
From post production studios and screening rooms to traditional auditoriums and premium 
large formats, Christie Vive Audio™ can be configured to meet the needs and requirements  
of any cinema space. 

Premium
large formats

Traditional
auditoriums

Screening
rooms

Post production
studios





Why choose Christie

Technology leadership
We’ve taken what we’ve learned as the leading cinema projection and visual display 
manufacturer and applied it to our new audio solution. By leveraging leading-edge 
ribbon driver technology, superior line array designs and state-of-the-art Class D 
amplifiers, we’ve brought the reliability, trust and quality that are synonymous with  
the Christie® name to Christie Vive Audio™. 

People helping people
Drawing on worldwide experience with Fortune 1000 companies, Christie has  
the capability for large scale, national systems or single-screen theater solutions.  
Christie’s extensive network of certified cinema partners ensures you always have 
timely and personalized support. We work with you on the planning, procurement, 
logistics, pre-staging, integration and implementation of a rollout – providing 
technical service installations monitoring and maintenance. And with local support  
in more than 40 North American cities, and global support across five continents  
in 35 countries, we are only a phone call or an email away.

We share your passion
Ultimately, Christie shares the same passion for delivering the most enhanced,  
exciting and flawless movie and alternative content technologies as you do. We are  
in the business for the long run and continue to work on your behalf and the industry 
to develop products and solutions that respond to today’s cinema needs and  
provide future-proofed investments for long-term strategies.
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